
Jeff Wheeler 

If elected, I will draft a strategic plan that will state our responsibilities and roles (consistent with 
Constitution, Bylaws, best practices), and identify our goals, strategies and means of measuring 
progress and reporting to members on 1) running a well-organized office; 2) financial 
accountability; 3) representation; 4) institutional memory (track cases); and 5) steward training & 
support.   I will consult with members and submit to the E-board.  Understand: the Trusteeship was 
imposed for good reason - Federal Judge McFadden found that the “local leaders were acting in 
contravention of the governing documents set up by the union and were circumventing the will of 
the union membership.”  The reasons included incompetence and dropped cases, failure of financial 
accountability and undemocratic practices.  He found Bastani to be “evasive, not credible and, 
indeed, truculent.”  As Acting President, I found a sloppy and disorganized office that we have since 
improved with basic changes and effective representation. 

I am an attorney with 30 years of experience in representing unions and workers, promoting 
effective unions & labor rights around the world; I wrote hundreds of NLRB decisions, trained labor 
inspectors, helped reformed legal systems and unions, headed a labor rights project in 4 countries, 
and represented the USG in labor diplomacy.  I have drafted and implemented strategic plans and 
advised organizations on how to effectively to show meaningful results.   

As a shop steward in ILAB for years, I have won grievances and settlements, bargained over 
reorganizations, won grievance arbitrations and settlements, and received the DOL Unsung Hero 
award for office refurbishment (2017).  Served as NLRB PA steward.  Education: JD, University of 
Virginia School of Law; BA, Political Science, University of South Carolina; courses in Results-Based 
Management (RBM), Performance Management Planning  (PMP) and grants management. See 
LinkedIn profile (jeff-wheeler) and Facebook page (JeffWheelerL12Pres) for details.   

 

 


